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In this debut coloring book, artist Maggie Clemmons offers you an escape to a place of calm. As you tap into your most creative self, channeling your inner artist, feel the stress melt off your shoulders and color your way to a worry-free life. Shade by shade, line by line, a new world appears beneath your fingertips. Dream up your own place of serenity and create a thing of beauty, one that is as unique as you are. This book is for colorists of all levels. Whatever you bring to the table is good enough. There is no pressure here, just colors flowing like magic from your hand. Give this book as a gift to celebrate wedding season with friends and family, offer it to a friend in need of relaxation, or buy it for yourself, a person deserving of time, peace, and the gift of color.

**Synopsis**

In this debut coloring book, artist Maggie Clemmons offers you an escape to a place of calm. As you tap into your most creative self, channeling your inner artist, feel the stress melt off your shoulders and color your way to a worry-free life. Shade by shade, line by line, a new world appears beneath your fingertips. Dream up your own place of serenity and create a thing of beauty, one that is as unique as you are. This book is for colorists of all levels. Whatever you bring to the table is good enough. There is no pressure here, just colors flowing like magic from your hand. Give this book as a gift to celebrate wedding season with friends and family, offer it to a friend in need of relaxation, or buy it for yourself, a person deserving of time, peace, and the gift of color.
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**Customer Reviews**

I love all of these products. My favorite is of course the colorist books, and I like the fact that I can colorize them and then put them on the front of a greeting card. Everybody that receives them likes them also, they’re very colorful, and of course everybody will color them differently.

We all need to take time to slow down in this world and even more so when you are planning a wedding! I bought this to give out as party gifts for a bridal shower I am hosting â€“ everyone loved the designs! So fun! Can’t wait to see what else Maggie Clemmons designs!!

I loved the fresh take on this beautiful and richly designed coloring book. I’m excited to spend hours
relaxing with these pages and getting my color on!

Just got this in the mail! I can’t wait to get started. Lots of illustrations from beginner to advance to play with.

Gave as an engagement gift with colored pencils and is a lovely book. Will order from again.

This was an amazing find! I am addicted to romance novels and love to color and this paired the two perfectly. It was the perfect way to relax after a stressful day at work.

The bride loved it, kept her calm while waiting in her room for the time to go down the isle.
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